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Collaboratively work inside a Digital Twin
Conduct Virtual Job Walks to Price Work
Eliminate Site Visits and Travel Expenses,
Prevent Mistakes & Delays in Real World!
Pricing and Special Offer on Page 3!
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MADTECH Virtual Worksite (MVW)


Welcome to the MATRIX! MVW is a hosted streaming service that literally puts you, along with
others in different geographical locations, working projects virtually inside digital twins of
your facilities with the ability to see and talk to each other while collaborating.



If you have no drawings, no information about current conditions, and no one
who remembers any details about a facility; the MVW will quickly solve that problem and
provide information needed!



In less than 30 Days, a seamless navigable MVW Digital Twin, with all surfaces
and equipment captured, that is dimensionally accurate for a 400,000 sqft facility, can be
made ready for use!



Reduces 1-3 year facility data collection processes to less than 30 days



If changes to facilities are made, MADTECH updates the MVW digital twin for future project use,
so you immediately know the exact conditions, measurements, and details of your facilities
without ever physically going to them or needing to rescan them.



Projects are placed 3D inside the MVW, so vendors can job walk virtually without going to site!



MVW virtual job walks save 10-50% on costs, because there is no project information missing!



Decisions regarding "will it fit," "will it work," or "is it the best option," are made in digital
space, preventing very expensive wrong decisions being made in the real world!



MADTECH has an ISNetworld Grade A for Exemplary Safety and can work all environments.

PRICING
Current price is 48 cents per square foot to create MVW which comes with 1 year, tenperson user license. After first year, license costs $18,000/year adjusted by CPI.
Updates to MVW Baseline Digital Twin, project support, and online support are
charged at T&M rates of $116/hr. Travel costs are billed separately at cost plus 15%.
Baseline Digital Twin never needs to be re-done; MVW enables stitching in the
scans of the facility areas changed at low cost. No re-scanning for new projects!

SPECIAL OFFER

Customers with multiple facilities can pay for MADTECH Virtual Worksite (MVW) for
one facility and get the second one done for free. If you have twenty facilities, pay for
ten and get ten free. Customers get one free MVW compatible laptop and Virtual
Reality (VR) Set for each 360,000 square foot MVW of facilities paid for. Order must
be placed by May 1, 2022, using code “MADTECHPACKEXPO.” First ten companies to
place orders get the discount. If you have one facility, discount is 20%.
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